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PMC contacts
President: Clive Osborne
Tel: 01733 560303
president@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Chairman: Pete Machin
chairman@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Treasurer: Laura Bradley
Tel: 07946 252632
treasurer@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Secretary: Christelle Tarchalski
Tel: 07849 778636
secretary@peterboroughmc.co.uk

New members secretary: Daniel Flatt
newmembers@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Events co-ordinator: Colin Edwards
Tel: 07968 235157
events@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Webmaster: Jac Rowlands
webmaster@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Cottage bookings: Robin Phillips
Tel: 01536 370144
gweledfa@hotmail.com

Produced by
Jenna Maryniak
Tel: 07876 564117
publisher
@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Thanks to Pete Machin for his help in 
producing this issue and to Paul Rowlands
for his assistance in the printing and 
production!

needs YOU!

Many thanks to all our 
contributors this issue. We
would love to receive your
articles and pictures for
the next issue – but you
don’t have to write a whole
article, you can also just
send us your ramblings, let-
ters, news, best photos,
“Can’t-live-without” gear
reviews, or tell us about
your favourite walks /
scrambles / routes / MTB
areas! We can even adver-
tise items 
wanted/for sale...

TThhee  nneexxtt  ddeeaaddlliinnee  iiss::  

*15th OCTOBER * 

so e-mail them to us: 

publisher@

peterboroughmc.co.uk

(N.B. Text should ideally be
sent as Word documents
and pictures should be high
resolution jpgs – send
them at their original size
and make sure your camera
is set to high quality, so we
can print them big!)
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Please note: e-mail address and the web address
are now “.co.uk” instead of “.org.uk”
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The official magazine of the
Peterborough Mountaineering 
Club (PMC).

Printed by: 

90 Peterborough Road, Farcet,
Peterborough PE7 3BN. Tel: 01733
562372. www.kengirvan.co.uk

If you don’t 
keep your copies of
Take In for-ever and
ever, make sure you
recycle them!

See contact details on page 2.

PMC News...

Congratulations to this years winners of the
coveted PMC crampon trophy: Matt Taylor,
Dave Fleet and Graham Elliot the quiz winners
for 2010.
Thanks to Nigel, Lin, Jill and Lola for setting
the questions for this year’s PMC QUIZ, the
winners had a bit of a head start on the pic-
ture round, set by Gill on birds, as Graham
works for the RSPB they did quite well! We all
look forward to next years quiz hosted by the
winning team, well done!

From left: Matt Taylor, Dave Fleet and Graham
Elliot – the quiz winners for 2010.

Wall car parking

If you use the PTSC (wall) car park during
the day, you are likely to be clamped if you
do not display your membership card on
your dashboard.  It is YOUR responsibility
to prove your membership of the PMC.

Share your
snaps!
We have a great, new website where you can
share pictures, take part in the forums and find
out what’s happening in your club. 
If you dont have access passwords, please
contact Membership Secretary, Daniel Flatt, or
speak to any of the committee and we will set 
you  up. visit www.peterboroughmc.co.uk

Get online and visit ww.peterboroughmc.co.uk

Quiz masters!
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The PMC is a friendly, successful
club for all ages. We hold regular
trips to the Peak District, Wales,
Lake District and Scottish
Highlands to walk, climb and
mountain bike.
Each year we also organise
many club events, including trips
to the Alps, sunny Spain and
France, plus training sessions,
courses, socials, master classes,
etc. (you get the picture).
The club owns a luxurious hut
in Snowdonia (hot show-
ers/fitted kitchen/drying room,
sleeping upto 30 people) and
the climbing wall in
Peterborough. The wall is open
7pm – 10pm weekdays, 1pm –
9pm weekends and is at the
Sports Club (and bar) beside
Edith Cavell Hospital (Club
nights – Tuesday).
Non-members are very wel-
come to join us at most events
and you are welcome to use the
climbing wall at any time.

About the Peterborough
Mountaineering Club

�
NOT

RENEWED
YOUR 

MEMBERSHIP
YET? 
DO IT 
NOW!

The PMC half-owns the
Peterborough Wall and the lovely
Gefnan cottage in Bethesda,
Snowdonia. 

PMC members are entitled toPMC members are entitled to
huge discounts!huge discounts!

Cottage fees:
Member: £5
Child: £2
Guest: £10
Guest child: £3

Camping:
Member £2.50
Guest: £5
Child: £1.50

Membership benefits:
• Save at the climbing wall (£4 members; 
£5 non-
members);
• 10% discount on accommodation 
at the club’s Snowdonia cottage 
in North Wales;
• Third-party BMC mountaineering 
insurance for up to £2 million;
• 10% discount at climbing shops 
across the UK;
• Trips to the Lakes, Peaks, Scotland, Alps, Spain, Italy,
Fontainebleau.
• Training and expedition grants to subsidise your personal
mountaineering development;
• Take In! magazine – every quarter;
• Annual magazine from BMC entitled – Summit;
• Membership of the club bar and use of changing rooms at
the climbing wall;
• Opportunity to meet like-minded and adventurous people;
• Social calendar of training courses, events, dinners, 
bouldering competitions and BBQs, etc.;
• Library of books, maps, videos, etc.
• Equipment library of helmets, harnesses, ice axes, 
crampons, boots, rucksacks, cagoules, etc.;
• A source of walking an climbing partners.
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� We on the PMC committee
occasionally receive questions
regarding the cottage and the
cost to use it.  I hope to answer
some of those questions for you.
Let us start with the cottage or
hut as it is often known.  It com-
prises a Cottage with 2 bunk
rooms, kitchen and communal
‘lounge’ area, The Barn with its
Alpine bunks and large kitchen
area, and the luxurious shower
block.
Now, let me introduce the
NML, the Northamptonhsire
Mountaineers LTD.  This is a com-
pany set up to manage and run the cottage on
behalf of the Peterborough Mountaineering
Club, and co-owners, the Wellingborough
Mountaineering Club.  They are described by
company secretary, Ian Smith as “12 good men
and true” however, at last glance I noticed at
least two of their directors were female.  Their
committee is made up of members from both
PMC and WMC and they really do have the
best interests of the cottage at heart.  They are
passionate about the brilliant asset the cottage
is to both clubs.  They are all volunteers, so
they would have to be passionate about what
they do.
Prior to 2008, the rate had been kept at
£2.50 per night for members for something
like 20 years, perhaps more.  There is some
confusion as to how long the price was at
£2.50; the few members who have been

around long enough are beginning to suffer a
little bit of early onset dementia (brought on
by all of those wild parties through the ‘60s)
and they can’t remember where they left their
slippers, let alone the cost of a night at the
cottage in 1981.  Recently, the price or staying
a night at the cottage has jumped up twice to
end up at £5 for members and £10 for guests;
a 100% increase in just over a year.  Looking
purely at percentages, I understand where
some of the concern has come from.  That said
an increase was long overdue, but what are we
paying for?
Let me try to explain and justify the pricing
policy of the NML for you.
Our household bills have rocketed over the
past few years.  The NML have seen the same
thing happening.  The bills relating to running
the cottage have gone up.  A lot. 

What’s going on with the
Welsh Cottage?
Pete Machin, PMC chairman, gives an update on the latest from
our wonderful Welsh cottage

The PMC cottage in Snowdonia
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It was also noticed that the cottage needed a
few major repairs in addition to the continu-
ous maintenance program.  I don’t know the
finer details, but I remember reading a piece
from Malcolm Flatt in Take In some months
ago which told us all about the wonderful
work that has been done.  If I wasn’t just back
from a trip to the Lake District and feeling so
lazy, I’d find the article and quote from it. You
will just have to look it up yourself, or rely on
my memory.  I apologise for the vagueness.  
Something was done to secure roof, a win-
dow was replaced, the mattresses were
replaced, some wood was replaced on the
Alpine Bunks, the microwave ovens have been
replaced, and amongst a lot of other stuff I
have forgotten, a toilet was repaired (I remem-
ber the toilet as it had a tendency to fall over
if you didn’t sit down squarely; a true test of
balance after a beer or two).
All of the repairs are very important to the
continued running of the cottage and without
such, it would quickly become unusable.  To
avoid that, I’d gladly pay a fiver a night.
That brings me to the guest rate.  We must
remember here that the cottage is there for
the benefit of the club members.  Guests are
welcome to visit three times.  If they wish to
visit on further occasions, we request they
join, preferably the PMC, or the WMC.  
Part of the membership fee you pay goes to
something called the NML levy, which, without
boring you with details, is there to safeguard
the cottage for the future.  Think of it, if you
like as the club subsidising your use of the cot-
tage.  With these things in mind, it is only fair
to members of the clubs that the guest rate is
double the member rate.
If you take a guest, and they complain about
the rate, give them a membership application
form.  For less than thirty quid, they can have
almost unlimited (and I will come to that next)
use of the cottage for £5 a night.  Or stuff ‘em,
they should be grateful that we shared such a
brilliant club asset with them.

Now, I did say almost unlimited use.  The
PMC co-own the cottage with WMC.  The
WMC have exclusive use of the 1st weekend
of the month and we, the PMC have exclusive
use of the 3rd weekend of the month.  Things
get a little complicated around bank holidays.
The WMC weekends tend to hit a few of them
through the year where we escape with just
one a year at most. 
If the 1st weekend of the month falls on a

bank holiday, then the WMC will claim exclu-
sive use of the 2nd weekend.  Respectively, on
that rare occasion when the 3rd weekend falls
on a bank holiday, the PMC claim exclusive use
of the 4th weekend.  Bank holidays and any
other weekend are a ‘free for all’ in the Barn.  
If you really must visit on a WMC weekend
and it is absolutely unavoidable, (ie the winter
conditions are the best for 30 years, or you
are stranded in North Wales and need some-
where to stay the night) contact Ian Smith
before hand to check it is ok, be courteous to
them and whatever you do, DO NOT go over
on their Firework weekend or their Christmas
party or any other party weekend they have.
Before you visit on a ‘free for all’ period, you
might want to contact the hut booking secre-
tary, Robin Philips to check that the ‘Cottage’
area is not booked out.  You will still have use
of the Barn, but you might find you are sharing
the car park and shower facilities with people
wearing beards and sandals with a Gentleman’s
half-hose who are cooking roadkill on the bar-
beque.  Or perhaps people who may frown at
your own tendency to wear sandals whilst spit
roasting the dead badger you found on the
side of the A5. 
Importantly though, let’s all start using the
cottage more.  Come along to a PMC meet.
This year, we are making the Chili Bash an
opportunity for all new members to come
along (not that you need a special meet to join
in).  Dont worry, I will be using finest beef
mince for the chilli, not hedgehog and magpie.
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The Peterborough Climbing Wall now
has a lovely website. Check it out at
www.peterboroughclimbingwall.co.uk
Wall prices are now as follows:
PMC members – £4
Non-members – £5
14-18s – £3
Under 14s – £1.50
Six-month season tickets:
PMC members – £75
Non-members – £100
12-month season tickets:
PMC members – £135
Non-members – £180
The Wall is run by PMC members. Ask at the
wall about becoming a wall supervisor if you
want to save loadsa money!
Open:
Monday to Friday: 19:00 - 22:00
Saturday & Sunday: 13:00 - 21:00

Climbing Wall
Pi
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For Sale

Rock Blok, Rutland Water:

* 20% off Rock Blok activities &
cycle hire.
* 10% off bikes and frames in
Rutland Cycling;
* 15% off Rock Blok climbing gear
& clothing.

Terry Wrights Cycles, 
Deeping St James: 

* 10% off in the shop.

Cotswolds Peterborough 
Garden Park, Eye:

* 15% discount in the shop.

Precision Outdoors, Stamford: 

* 15% discount on all items in the
shop. 

EXCLUSIVE discounts
for PMC members

I bought these shorts for my first snowboarding holi-
day, and my coccyx simply wouldn’t have survived
without them. I was on my bum the majority of the
time and have since decided I am useless at snow-
boarding and am sticking to my skis from now on
(unless there is deep powder!) – hence the sale of
these quality shorts. I bought them for £89.99 and
they have only been used for this one holiday. 
Dianese is a well-reputed company, which makes
motorcycle impact protection gear.  These shorts are
the best on the market for quality and design – they
are very stretchy and extremely comfortable and
breathable. They are also seam-free and five pads to
protect the thighs, hips and coccyx. They don’t even

make your bum look big –
unlike some of the other
padded shorts I tried
on!
They are suitable
for snowboarding
(or skiing if you plan
on falling over a lot)
or mountain biking.
They are size small
and suitable for size 8-12 bums! 
A bargain at less than half the original price: £40 ono

– Call Jenna: 07876 564117 or e-mail 
publisher@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Dainese Women’s Seamless Impact Shorts
Size: Small 
RRP: £89.99 – For sale: £40
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Are you thinking of enrolling for a
course in mountaineering? Are you
planning a major climbing trip? Do
you want to get qualified as an

instructor? Would you like to go further afield
and start Alpine climbing?
Well, maybe the Peterborough Mountaineering
Club can help you.
The PMC uses the profits from the Climbing
Wall to ‘invest’ in members activities in the form
of grants. Currently there are two types of
grant available:
• An Expedition Grant;
• A Training Grant.

What is a PMC Expedition Grant?

This is a sum of money up to a maximum of
£250 given to the group of PMC members to
help defray the costs of petrol, ferry, flights,
insurance, guide books, gear, etc incurred on
your expedition.  
An ‘Expedition’ needs to include an attempt to
accomplish a specific objective that will be a
new experience for you and will be advancing
your mountaineering, climbing, walking, skills. It
usually (but not always) involves visiting a new
area, or attempting something unusual.  A trip to
Spain purely sport climbing would not be con-
sidered an expedition.

What is a PMC Training Grant?

The PMC will contribute 50%, up to a maximum
of £250 of the cost of an individual PMC mem-
ber enrolling on a recognised mountaineering
course that extends that members skills / quali-
fications and enhances the expertise and profes-
sionalism available within the PMC. 

What does the PMC expect in return?
(there is no such thing as a free dinner)

The PMC would like those members in receipt
of an Expedition Grant to:
• Write an article or series of articles, for Take

In.
• Give an illustrated presentation either as a
special evening or as part of the annual multi
media show.
• Produce a file of resources and info that
would be useful to other members wishing to
undertake a similar expedition.
• Be willing to give advice. 

The PMC would like those members in
receipt of a Training Grant to:
• Write an article or series of articles for Take

In explaining the skills/ techniques in detail.
• Be a Meet Leader at the cottage and ‘lead’/
instruct members in the new skills.
• Be willing to repeat the above whenever the
need arises.

How many of these grants are available?

The PMC sets an annual (6th April- 5th April)
budget for both grants up to a maximum of
£2500, so that could be 10 grants per annum. 

Who is eligible for a grant?

The PMC operates a Points system to assist in
making the decision as objective as possible but
ultimately it is at the discretion of the commit-
tee and their decision is final.
i) length of membership (2 years min) but if over
5 years = 1 point
ii) PMC committee member/officer/co-opted
member = 2 points
iii) NML committee member = 2 points
iv) Wall Trustee = 2 points

Money, money, money
Clive Osbourne outlines how you can get hold of some PMC
money in the form of a grant for training and expeditions
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v) Wall Supervisor ( 1 year min) = 2 points
vi) Meet Leader = 2 points 
vii) Attended Work Meets at the cottage = 1 point
viii) Organised events = 1 point
ix)  Regular Route Setter = 1 point
x) Regular attender at events = 1 point

Obviously the more points you get out of the
15 the more eligible you are (less than 5 and
you will probably be unlucky)  but if you have

already had a grant then you go to the back of
the queue.

How do I apply?

Submit an application in writing well before the
event stating the objectives and describing how
both you and the PMC will benefit. 
Grant money is usually awarded in arrears on
presentation of receipts.

Money money money, cont...

Some people will go to any lengths to
retrieve that stuck nut! – Lin Marsh.

PhotoPhoto
gallerygallery
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I arrived at the first section of steep, broken
and vegetated slab.  Our three hour recon-
noitre yesterday afternoon had proven it could
be downclimbed.  I had ascended these slabs
quite comfortably having made a desperate
descent on oily slabs on the east side of the
ridge.  Our reconnoitre had proven that the
west side was more favourable and we had
identified the route
down that would best
suit us.
We could not be sure
how the slab downclimb
would feel whilst carry-
ing our heavy packs.  A
bit of searching revealed
a nicely placed rock bol-
lard. Having kicked it a
few times to be sure it
was secure, I unravelled the rope and rigged
the abseil.
David arrived and began to study my anchor
questioningly.  I knew he would be doing
trigonometry in his head regarding the angle of
loading.
“It is solid,” I said, kicking the bollard to
demonstrate. “I know it could sit at a better
angle, but the rope can’t roll up it.”  A vertical
bollard would have been nice.  A bollard angled
back toward the higher slope even better, but I
was happy with what we had.  David confirmed
he was happy with it, I wrapped the back-up
prussic and clipped it to my legloop, checked
everything again and abseiled a full 30 metres
to the top of a vertical cliff.
This was as far as I had descended yesterday
and had found a perfect spike of rock for an
abseil down to the large slabs just above the

sea.  From there, it would just be a short walk
around the end of the ridge to begin the climb.
I had no idea of the time.  High tide was at 10
30, I guessed it must be close to 9.  As it was a
neap high tide, the start of the ridge would be
accessible until just before high tide and pres-
sure was on for us to make fast progress.
David arrived and we began readying the

rope to be pulled
through; each of us dou-
ble checking the other
to prevent silly mistakes
costing us expensive
time.  The rope jammed.
I removed my rucksack
and scrambled back up.
It wasn’t a jam, but the
friction from the
Cornish Granite kept

the tightest hold of the rope.  I carried it down
with me and used it to protect the crux wall
section of the downclimb.  We made the deci-
sion to set up an abseil anchor with slings and
screwgates.  It would be easy enough to
retrieve the gear later since it would only be a
short detour from the ridge and it would pre-
vent another and rather more inconvenient
rope jam.
Another twenty metres or so of abseiling
deposited me on a huge flat slab with the sea
crashing over it some thirty metres away.  The
way around to the ridge base was still accessi-
ble.  I smiled a very contented smile and
enjoyed the atmosphere of the wild coastline
for a few moments.  
David arrived looking rather happy, the rope
was stowed and we hurried to where our
route would start.  At that moment, I was feel-

Peter Machin and David Croxford go Commando on the historic
Bosigran ridge and become the butt of Neptune’s humour

Going Commando 
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ing very confident and had begun to relax; the
time pressure was no longer present.  We
chose to relieve our bladders of excess water
ballast into the sea.  Being desperate for a toi-
let mid pitch is uncomfortable.  However,
Neptune seemed to take offence at our miser-
ly offering and with little warning, a
wave rose up high above the presently
dry slabs we were standing on.  It hit
us at waste height.  Whilst we both
managed to stay upright and avoid a
nasty crash against the rocks, we were
both left
very wet.
My socks
squelched
bringing
back child-
hood mem-
ories of
overtop-
ping my
wellies in
the village stream.  My trousers were soaked
from the waste down.  Gear hanging from our
harnesses dripped sea water.  Time pressure
was suddenly restored to twice its previous
level.
David made some quick climbing moves
toward a ledge beneath the nose of the ridge.
I followed close behind as more waves swept
onto the slab below.  As David paused to con-
sider a slippery, off balance step, I became
acutely aware that if another big wave crashed
in, the game would be up.
I watched as the sea began to swell; a large
quantity of water drew back from the edge of
the flat slab just below me to form a very large
wave about ten metres out.
Unfortunately, our brief conversation cannot
be published, but it went something like this ...
“This is no time to dilly dally, old chap, that
wave there could sweep us right off this rock
and dash us to mince meat on that coarse
granite below.”

“Oh gosh, yes, indeed you could be right.  I
shall make haste with this delicate step on
these rather slippery holds.”
David made the step, scampered up a few
metres and rested on a large ledge.  It was my
turn to make the delicate step.  The wave was

still recruiting
more water
and had not
yet begun tar-
geting me, but
I knew I didn’t
have long.  It
was one of
those steps
that, had I not
been carrying

a heavy pack filled with rope and a fully
racked harness about my waste, would
have been easy.  A little time was needed
to keep control of the movement and in
a blink I was perched on the ledge next
to David.  The wave crashed in a few

metres below us and swept right over the flat
slabs.  We both laughed, part in relief that we
would be safe on our ledge, and part in
acknowledgement that had we been just 2
minutes later, we would not have reached the
foot of the climb.
We took out sandwiches and sunbathed for a
while, trying to dry our soaked clothes.   Time
pressure really was off now and we could
afford to watch Gulls and Cormorants fishing
in Porthmonia Cove and the groups of
climbers assembling like ants around spilt sugar
lumps on the Bosigran cliffs beyond.  It was a
wonderful, tranquil place to be. Far, far away
from all of the pressures and worries of every-
day living; pressures and worries that are all
false, irrelevant and pointless.  The contented
smile had returned; climbing really has taken
me to some wonderful and unusual places;
places ‘normal,’ ‘sane’ people just don’t go to.  I
could hear my mum shouting at me ‘Peter, get
away from there, you will fall and drown.’ 

Part of the Bosigran ridge

The Crock abseiling



I was enjoying just being in the most perfect,
idealistic spot.  It did not matter in the slight-
est that we were now committed; Climbing
out was the only option, and that in itself is
reassuring. Having too many options compli-
cates life.  I have often said that the only thing
worse than having no choice is having to make
a choice.  At some point, we would have to
choose to start our climb.  However, divinity
stepped in again and removed that choice from
us also.  Our reverie was shattered
as a large, red Seaking rescue
helicopter rounded the
headland and began
hovering beside the
nearby cliffs.  I
wondered if
somebody had
seen us perched
on our ledge
and assumed
we had become
stranded by the
tide.  We immedi-
ately began to
prepare ourselves
for the climb.  The
Seaking however moved
slowly around the end of
Bosigran cliffs and out of sight.
The first task was to round the nose
of the ridge to the east side and set up a belay
above a steep, narrow zawn.  I moved round
protected by the rope.  It was not a difficult
step, but this would make it easier to move the
rope around the corner and ensure that a stu-
pid slip did not spoil what was becoming a
rather nice day.
I offered David the first pitch.  He gave a con-
cerned look up at the vertical chimney with
overhanging exit and vertical wall above, as a
loud, deep boom sounded from a wave crash-
ing into the zawn. It made a noise like a baby
elephant running into a tympani drum at full
speed.  Except it was louder and deeper.  It

was the kind of sound that you feel as much as
you hear. This was followed by a jet of water
arching into the air and the cooling salt spray
wetting our faces.
“Well, as you are there all set up to belay, it
would be sensible for me to have the lead.” He
replied.
David led up well and only worried me once
as his foot slipped whilst stepping out of the
chimney.  His two handholds were both good

and saved him from testing his gear
placement.  Once he called safe,

I allowed myself to become
mesmerised by the waves
entering the zawn; feel-
ing the energy they
possessed released
in that thundering
boom.  I watched
the salt spray that
drifted slowly up
and away; caught in
a shaft of sunlight
like fine dust. I
watched the patterns
in the froth, ever-

changing, never the same
twice; a latte perhaps, or a

badly poured Guiness.  I was
about as relaxed as I could possibly

have been. I wanted to sit there all day.
Between my daydream and the sound of the
sea, I only just heard David shout my invitation
to climb.
The first pitch was very special.  A chimney
that was not too thuggy that led to a steep
wall with massive holds.  The climbing term,
‘Jug’ is an abbreviation from ‘Jug handle’ mean-
ing that there is plenty to grab hold of.  These
were not jug handles, but the whole damn jug.
This is how climbing should be; technical
enough to provide interest but with holds that
inspire confidence.
Before leading the second pitch, I made a
quick traverse to retrieve our abseil anchor.
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Unfortunately,
our brief conversation

cannot be published, but it
went something like this ...

“This is no time to dilly dally, old
chap, that wave there could sweep
us right off this rock and dash us to
mince meat on that coarse granite

below.”
“Oh gosh, yes, indeed you could be
right.  I shall make haste with this

delicate step on these rather
slippery holds.”
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Thankfully nobody had stolen it.
The second pitch was a chimney
that required a little grunting and
this placed me directly on the
crest of the ridge.  We then
moved together over the remain-
der of the ridge, protecting each
other on the trickier moves, one
of which was a rather amusing
arête downclimb that required the
‘a cheval’ technique.  We enjoyed
a wonderful day on Granite of the
highest quality.  
Bosigran ridge, or Commando
ridge as it is commonly known as
it was the training ground for the
Royal Marine Commandos during
WWII, is a long route that is quite
Alpine in character.  It was first
climbed in 1902 by Arthur
Westlake Andrews and his sister,
Elsie and is in fact the first record-
ed rock climb in Cornwall.  At a
non-trivial length of 200 metres, it
was surprisingly all over too soon
for our liking. We could have quite
happily climbed on for another
200 metres.  Still, we had a
Barbeque on Gwithian beach to
look forward to with our good
old friends, Mat and Sam Green.
I can’t wait until I can get back
down again for more Cornish
Granite, a cream tea or two and
that fresh, radon charged air.

New MMoonnkkeeyy Trail…
If you’ve not paid a visit to Cannock Chase lately – the
“Follow the Dog” trail has now been extended by 7 miles
to incorporate the brilliant “Monkey Trail”. 
Before the new Monkey Trail was opened in April 2010,
the 1 hour 45 minute journey from Peterborough was just
about worth it for some man-made single track fun, but it’s
now a must with an extra 7 miles of excellent tree-lined
climbs and descents. It’s all graded red, but The Monkey trail
is definitely more technical than the Dog, with bigger climbs
and descents, but it’s just beautiful flowing single track that
won’t fail to make you giggle!!!
The Monkey Trail can be ridden by starting Follow the
Dog to approximately half way and then turning off to ride
a further 7 mile trail before returning to complete Follow
the Dog. It’s a mix of machine built trail and handbuilt trails
all created by volunteers.
There is also a downhill section – which was slightly over-
grown when we visited, but with some good drops, jumps
and boardwalk if you’re game.
The trails are free to ride and open all year round. 
Parking and visitor facilities are provided by the Forestry

Commission at Birches
Valley Visitors Centre
and cycle hire is also
available at Swinnerton
Cycles Forest Centre.
- Jenna Maryniak

For more info go to:
www.chasetrails.co.uk

My dad on his
brand new bike

showing me
how it’s done at
Cannock Chase!

Picnic ledge.
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As the proud owner of a 45l Vaude rucksack, I
am already very impressed with the build quali-
ty and features of the Vaude sacks.  My 45l sack
features a brilliant adjustable strap system to
adjust the fit to the wearer and one of those
air mesh thingies to keep you cool and less
sweaty.  Ok, so these features add weight, but
to save a few hundred grams at the cost of
comfort seems silly.  I am rather sceptical
about shaving off every last gram.  Whilst I do
make an effort to buy
lighter kit, often the weight
saving gained is comparable
to the weight of Ben
Robotham’s beard.  If
weight saving was such a
huge issue, the beards
would go and we’d all be
visiting the Werrington
waxing emporium for a
BSC.
So, back to the day sacks.
I have always considered Berghaus kit to be
more of a label purchase than serious kit, very
good kit that it is. Their 20l day sack caught my
eye.  I do not believe you should choose any-
thing based on its looks alone.  This might be a
timely point to quote a phrase I once heard
The Crock utter. “Men fall in love in light poor-
er than they would choose their suit by.”  With
that in mind, I tried on the
Berghaus.  I couldn’t believe it;
the strapping system was so
comfortable; it was like being
gently hugged from behind by a
beautiful, naked, Swedish blonde.
I instantly felt safe and secure
and was most reluctant to take

it off. I gave it a pet name, Anders.  
I immediately checked all of the features for
an excuse not to buy the Berghaus:  Space for
a 3l hydration bladder, detachable rain cover,
wide opening zip and weighing in at 870 grams
(a little less than the Vaude but at the cost of
capacity) I could no longer justify buying the
Vaude purely based on the comfort of wearing
the Berghaus.  After all, my reason for buying a
small day sack was primarily fuelled by a need

to go light and in more
comfort.  Ok, so there are
plenty of sacs out there
weighing in under the Kilo,
but you can increase the
impact on the wallet by
anything up to £100.  You
may ask what is wrong with
the Inov-8 race pro Sac; 30
litre capacity weighing just
590 grams.  I have seen
these advertised on the net

for £60, but without trying one on for com-
fort, I didn’t want to risk the extra cash.  If you
are into adventure racing or if ultra light is
your bag, then this could well be the bag for
you.  I would be worried about it falling apart
though; there can’t be much material in it.  For
me, the comfort of the Berghaus was proof in
the wearing.

Vaude Wizard 24+4l day sack V 
Bergaus Freeflow IV 20l sack

Gear ...

CCaappaacciittyy 24+4l 20l
WWeeiigghhtt 1.07KG 0.87KG
CCoommffoorrtt ** *******
HHyyddrraattiioonn  ssyysstteemm 3l compatible 3l compatible
SSppaaccee  ffoorr  22  ppoolleess//aaxxeess Yes Yes
RRRRPP £65 £50
FFeeaattuurreess Sternum strap, rain 

cover, air mesh
Sternum strap, rain
cover, Freeflow IV
mesh

Verses

Bergaus Vaude

VVaauuddee BBeerrgghhaauuss
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Why be a meet leader?

Being the meet leader allows you get to know
other club members in a way that just attend-
ing meets does not.  Doing some work for the
club also raises your profile with the commit-
tee so should you ever apply for training or
expedition grants, the more kudos you have
earned, the more likely your application will be
approved.
It is not real hard work anyway.  The hardest
part is organising and arranging the transport;
finding out who is going and who is taking a
car and finding seats for bums.  Mostly, mem-
bers will have sorted themselves out; it is just
the new members that will need some assis-
tance.
Once at the cottage, all you need to do is
make sure everyone has something to do with
their days.  Try to team people up where nec-
essary and once again, keep a special eye out
for the new members.  They may also need a
tour of the cottage and to be shown how stuff
works.
On the Sunday, collect the hut fees from
everybody and issue cleaning jobs to anyone
struggling to find something to clean.  Find out

who is to be last to leave and give implicit
instructions to leave the fridges empty,
switched off and with the doors open, all lights
and water heaters must be OFF.  All leftover
food and rubbish must be put in the bins out-
side and lock the doors upon leaving.  It’s all
common sense stuff and various notices can be
found at the cottage to remind everyone of
their responsibilities.  
One other and slightly obscure advantage of
being a meet leader is that it commits you to
going to the hills for a weekend. It is all too
easy to plan to go this month, or next.  When
the time arises though, something dull and
unimportant crops up and you end up wander-
ing around in Queensgate with the morose
masses wishing you were elsewhere.  I know at
least one member of the club who volunteers
for meet leader duties just for this reason; it
stops other things preventing him from going
to Wales.
So, step forward, speak to Colin or Myself
and we will find you a suitable month to lead.
Happy mountaineering,

– Peter Machin
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After nearly 900 miles and passing through six
countries, Clive, Mike, Myles and Laura crossed
the Italian boarder to spend a week adventur-
ing in the Italian Dolomites.
The first day was relaxed, settling into our
apartment and getting our bearings.  Our
apartment was in a small village in the Val Di
Fassa, 5km south of
Canazei.   Eager to get
active we walked into
the neighbouring village,
only to have a taste of an
Italian summer thunder-
storm. With the streets
flooded in seconds, hail
stones like marbles and
waterfalls appearing from
nowhere, the trip was already eventful. Clive to
the rescue, after braving the weather and the
long walk back to the apartment, he appeared
with the car in gallant style, (albeit a bit wet).
Day 2, with waterproofs stowed in the bot-
tom of the rucksacks, we set off for our first
Via Ferrata. Our route, took in Grande Dente

Di, to Massimiano, a level two up from the
Karerpass. After gaining a bit of headway out of
the valley with a quick ski lift, the route started
with a hill side walk, taking in the alpine flow-
ers and lush meadows. We were soon at the
limestone outcrops that tower into the clouds.
The route started with a scramble through

boulders up to the start of
the ridge. At the start of the
ridge we clipped onto our
first cables, and were on the
via ferrata. We followed the
ridge, with mainly steady
ground, mixed with a couple
of entertaining traverses  to
the peak then down a ladder
for a steep decent, to the

peist top cafe.
Day 3, brought us back to the Karerpass to
follow on along the ridge from where we had
left the day before, to take in the next route,
the Ferrata Masare.  Up the ski lift, through the
meadows to the ladder. Once back up on the
ridge the excitement increased from the day

Dolomites 2010
Laura Bradley spends seven glorious Laura Bradley spends seven glorious 
days sampling Via Ferratadays sampling Via Ferrata
in the Dolomitesin the Dolomites

Dolomites 2010
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before, although still a level 2 the route bene-
fitted from some more sustained climbing and
exposed traverses, this route stepped it up a
gear. The descents into cols were often very
steep, and a bit hairy but well positioned stem-
ples kept us all the right way up.  The views
were magnificent, peaks as far as the eye could
see. With the snow capped Marmolada stand-
ing majestically to the north.  The route fol-
lowed back through a boulder filed in the
flower spattered meadows with occasional
snow patches. 
Day 4, took the

team to the north.
To Arabba, up
another ski lift to
the level 4 route,
Via Delle Trincee.
The route takes in
the trenches and
settlements of the
WW1 Italian Army,
sitting in the shad-
ow of the
Marmolada, but
towering above the stunningly blue glacial lake
Fedaia. The route sets the bar from the begin-
ning with the initial moves, up a vertical face.
The rock provides generous friction, and lots
of nooks and crannies, although the cables pro-
vided the well needed pull up at times of
doubt. The route was in three sections, the ini-

tial section incorporated the most techni-
cal climbing, then onto exciting ground,
with a series of, WW1 buildings, a pinna-
cle to pinnacle bridge and many ladders
and stemples. We continued onto the
third section, the ground was easier, pass-
ing though WW1 tunnels, traversing the
ridge to the very end. Where a plush
bivvy huts sits waiting for those in need.
We then left the Via Delle Trincee down
the scree slops to the walk out through
the meadows, watching the marmots and
goats making the climbing look easy. 

Day 5, Marmolada Day. The week had built
and built, but saved the best until last. Up early
we made our way back through the passes to
Largo Fedaia to the base of the route up the
Marmolada. Although on this day the team split
into two Clive and Mike donned the ice axes
and crampons, to trek up to the 3342m peak
of the Marmolada, where Myles and Laura,
donned the sun cream and flip flops and
trekked to the gondola, to travel up to the
3265m Punta Rocca peak with a great view of

Clive and Mike making
their ascent..  Clive and
Mike made excellent
time and were spoilt to
a peak top view, hot
coffee and the offer of
bed and breakfast at the
top. The conditions on
the Marmolada were
very good, although
warmer than expected,
the snow slightly slushy. 
The final day took in
some shopping activities,

ice creams, and then back in the car, popping
into Austria for a fabulous tea, a quick nap in
Luxembourg. We all returned after a great week
of climbing, some personal achievements and
great company. 
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The weather didn’t look promising, but four
enthusiastic “novices” of varying experience
and four “leaders” had a cracking weekend
improving skills.
We all woke on the Saturday morning to a
bright sunny start. The clouds soon gathered
over Snowdonia, and with a forecast of rain
we all set off to Holyhead mountain in
Anglesey.
Max climbed with Jenny (Measures) and they
took turns to lead some cracking climbs which
included “New Boots and Panties” (Severe). Jo
(Begley) led Richard up a variety of climbs on
beautiful rock from V Diff ’s to VS’s.
Peter (Lane) led Trevor up the classic V Diff ’s
in “The Slabs” area. Trevor had-
n’t climbed for 20 years and
naturally felt quite nervous at
first, but soon gained confi-
dence and had a good day.
Max proved to me that he
was more than competent at
seconding and was ready for
his first lead. He led two V
Diff ’s very well - with a varia-
tion at the finish of one of
them which, much to Max’s
surprise, I graded at Severe. He
was, justifiably, very pleased
with himself.
During the day some climbers arrived who
had wanted to climb in Llanberris Pass, but the
rain sent them to Anglesey. We had sun all day.
After our climbing, Jo suggested a walk to view
the famous route “Dream of White Horses” at
Gogarth. Wow – I’ve heard a lot about it, but
never climbed it. Quite inspirational!

Saturday evening followed the usual pattern
of merriment, with a few others who were
walking and/or climbing for the weekend.
Sunday morning ominously started bright
again with a forecast of showers. We all want-

ed to see a bit of Snowdonia,
particularly those who had
never been there, so we set off
down the A5 to Little Tryfan.
Max and Jenny enjoyed a V
Diff and a Severe. Peter led
Trevor up a classic V Diff which
he really enjoyed and Jo led
Richard up a Severe.
I led Max up the two pitch
“Slab 2” (Severe) which he
found “awesome” and then we
abseiled down a rope which Jo
had set up for the purpose, and

for him to hang off next to a two pitch V Diff
which Richard and Max led between them.
I finished off the day by leading the wonderful
single pitch “Right Rib” (Severe) on perfect
rock at the right hand end of the slab.
We all really enjoyed the weekend, which
seemed to meet the “novices” needs and
inspire everyone to keep on climbing.

“New Boots and Panties”
on the May Novice Meet
Gill Tuck reports on a cracking weekend in Wales

Mark on Tryfan Fach

Jo with Richard and Mark on the stance between
pitch one and two of "Crack Two" – Tryfan Fach
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I was lucky enough to have spent rather a
spontaneous warm and sunny Spring Bank
Holiday weekend in the Lake District with
Nick Livesey and Lucy, his ‘Bouncing Czech’,
and David ‘The Crock’ Croxford.
Based at Seatoller in Borrowdale, the choices
of what to climb seemed endless; Gillercombe
Buttress, Troutdale pinnacle, perhaps something
on The Napes, but then Nick suggested a four-
some on Corvus, ‘the best Diff in the World,’
and suddenly, all of the other choices could
wait for another day.
Now, since Corvus is so good, we found a
large queue waiting at its foot, and still more
pairs of climbers on the approach.  The wait
for a climb can sometimes be tedious, but not
this time. The Crock got himself into a ‘who’s
got the biggest trouser competition’ with a fel-

low climber. For those who do not know, The
Crock is the club’s resident genius.  He made
his own head torch.  It is so bright that explicit
warnings have to be given that when it is on,
nobody must look at it.  His new friend also
made his own headtorch and this contraction
looked mightily impressive. On looks alone,
Crocks trousers were relegated into the thong
department.  However, as with most things,
looks count for nothing.  The Crocks torch
was much brighter.  It is a pity he has refused
to send me a photo of his torch to include
with this article.
With all of the headtorch distractions, the
hour wait to get started flew by in a flash. At
this point, I should sincerely thank Nick for his
rather devious piece of treachery; a most deft
queue jump that put him and Lucy on the first

The Lake District, x3
Peter Machin makes the most of the 
Lakes this summer

Matt cutting loose  at Almscliife
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pitch before I’d even realised
it had become my turn to
tie in.  It did us a favour.
Rather than wait any
longer, The Crock and I
chose to climb Raven Crag
Buttress instead.  It is a very
fine Vdiff which is exposed
in places.  It is often over-
looked in favour of Corvus.
We found it to be a superb
route.  When we met up
with Nick at the top, he did-
n’t seem to be raving about
Corvus as much as we raved
about Raven Crag Buttress.
I think the queuing and
stance sharing took the
edge off the climb for him.  I
recommend the Buttress to
you all.  Our day was completed by a quick
trot up to the summit of Glaramara before the
mandatory visit to the pub.
Three weeks later, I was back in Lakeland
with Matt Shrubb and May Anderson.  The
clear skies I had enjoyed on my last visit we
gone; replaced by the familiar cloud cover and
hard rain.  
Six weeks, SIX WEEKS of dry weather and
the day we arrive, it starts raining.  Typical, and
as somebody with paranoid tendencies, this
proved quite a set back to my therapy.  Luckily,
we had suspected the weather might be
against us and instead of making our planned
stop at Wallowbarrow Crag on the way over
to Wasdale, we stopped early at Almscliffe and
had a great time, each having a lead or two cul-
minating in Matt’s rather amusing lead of ‘Pram
pushers paradise’; a VS with a rather fun roof.
I awoke at 7ish and was pleased not to be
hearing the pat, pat patting of rain of the tent
roof.  Outside, the cloud pattern looked prom-
ising.  I suggested Innomminate crack on Kern
Knotts Crag, and then perhaps a wander over
to Tophet Wall.

Good grief, Innominate Crack is hard.  VS, and
you are warned it is at the top end of the
grade and still I wondered if it had been mis-
graded.  Matt led the first pitch and got himself
pumped placing protection early on.  That
made the rest of the route much harder than
it should have been.  I got myself pumped
extracting the gear early on.  I can only say
that each move felt like a crux and I did not
enjoy any of it.  Well, I did not enjoy any of it at
the time of climbing.  Retrospectively? Oh boy
it is an absolutely fantastic climb; one of the
best.  May, not having the reach of myself or
Matt, had to employ some rather inconceivable
technical climbing on tiny holds (whilst
pumped) to bridge the gaps between what
myself and Matt had made use of.

Pitch 2 was mine and it would have felt very
hard and bold if it didn’t follow pitch 1.
Everything is relative.  We didn’t have time for
Tophet Wall; four pitches with three on a rope,
that would need an earlier start so as not to
miss last orders at the pub.  Instead, we scram-

Crock's new friend's head torch
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bled up Great Hell Gate onto
the summit of Great Gable and
enjoyed the late afternoon sun.
I even had a nap.
Three more weeks later, and I
was back again, this time with
Brenda.  She had stipulated that
I left the climbing gear at
home.  Her reasoning being
that she felt she was not expe-
rienced enough to climb with
me so soon after my spinal
surgery (back in January).  My fitness is coming
back fast and I have led VS recently, I pleaded,
but she still insists that I climb with the experi-
enced ones and not have the worry of looking
after a ‘novice’.  
I do as I’m told and we find ourselves enjoy-
ing some pleasant walks.  Red Screes is rather
a nice day out as it can be done from
Ambleside.  We took the path beside Scandale
Beck up to Scandale pass.  The beck was in full
flow and the few waterfalls were looking quite
powerful.  The path, in places was under quite

a lot of water and care had to be taken to find
a way through that didn’t overtop the boots.
Apparently, after six weeks with no rain, it did-
n’t stop for over two weeks.
Brenda’s Dad is a huge fan of the Lake
District and has even had afternoon tea with
Alfred Wainwright.  Now though, he is unable
to climb the bigger fells, so Brenda decided to
do one for him; his favourite, Blencathra.  I
chose to tackle it by Sharp Edge.  Is there any
other way? Brenda was a little concerned as
she had heard all sorts of horror stories about
a ‘knife edge ridge’ and a ‘glass like slab com-
pletely baron of holds.’  I explained that it was
all quite mild and its reputation has been exag-

gerated by the more
timid of the
Wainwright baggers.
She pretty much ran
across the ridge, up
the slab and gully to
the top.  An excellent
day, in excellent
weather.  When can I
go back again?
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at Almscliffe

Pete Machin on
Innominate crack
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Borneo was one of those far off almost mythi-
cal places I’d always heard about, but never
really knew where it was on the map!  To me it
was somewhere out East. The phone conversa-
tion I was having with the expedition company
told me I’d be leading a team of eight seven-
teen/eighteen year olds and their teacher in
the jungles of Borneo.  ‘OK’ I cautiously said,
the thought of getting away from recession hit
Blighty for four weeks seemed attractive.
I met the group at their south London school
and we went through the itinerary with the
them, I also met apprehensive parents and gave
answers to a volley of questions from what if
little xxx gets swine flu? to, how much spend-
ing money should my xxx bring?  As far as the
jungle went, I had no real experience, so I
sought out a Royal Marine jungle warfare
instructor, who happened to be the older
brother of a friend of mine.  I heard two hours
of jungle horror stories about poisonous vines

– snakes - spiders and a whole host skin rashes
and foot ailments.  I wasn’t exactly sold on the
idea of jungle expeditions! The two things I
remembered from his lecture was get a wide
brimmed hat and take a Camelbak or Platypus
hydration system. The brim of the hat should
deflect snakes and spiders off my head and face
(very re-assuring) and with over 80% humidity
in the jungle you sweat all of the time, so re-
hydration is vital hence the Camelbak.
We arrived in Kota Kinabalu (KK), Borneo’s
second largest city after Kuala Lumpur.  We
were met by a pre-arranged coach and taken
to our hostel, upstairs above a street level
restaurant and dry cleaners.  It was hot, humid
and there was as strange smell in the air a
mixture of fried food, washing and spices.  The
hostel was pleasant enough and the bonus was
AC in each room.
The next day, and refreshed from the travels,
we met our contacts who drove us to a deep

Head Hunters & 
High Mountains

Lee Farmer leads an expedition out to the peaks of Borneo
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jungle village a few hours from
KK.  Here we met our
Kadazandusan guides. We were to
hike into the jungle and spend a
week there, camped out and
learning essential jungle skills.
From the village we hiked through
terraced fields of pineapple and
tapioca plants.  We
past beneath banana
trees and giant palms
to a small encampment
near to a crystal clear
river. 
This was the ‘real
jungle’ plants and
foliage of every shape,
height, and colour
green.  Huge butter-
flies the size of plates
flew gracefully into the
clearing which was our camp.  As you start to
sweat, sweat bees – small iridescent green bees
come and drink the sweat off your clothes for
the salt.  They are harmless, even if a little
annoying    
We spent the next few days tracking in the
jungle, exploring trails and understanding what
the various plants were used for by the locals.
The jungle is full of leeches; there are two

types
brown and
tiger.  The brown leech is the most common
and found low down in the foliage, exactly
where we walked and the tiger higher up in
the tree canopy and apparently you can feel it’s
bite whereas with the brown you can’t.  Soon
several of us had leeches attached to us. By no
accident, I led from the rear, and managed to

avoid any leeches.  
We set traps to catch, birds, squirrels,
deer and boar.  I was getting a bit
bored of eating boiled rice for three
meals a day and hoped we’d catch
something. We left the traps for a night
and went back hopeful of something
the next day, but alas nothing.  We bait-
ed canes of bamboo with small bits of
chicken skin to try and catch jungle
crabs in the river.  We did manage to
get enough to make that night’s rice
dinner more flavoursome.    
Night in the jungle is full of noise and
it’s absolutely pitch black. I don’t think

Wildlife in Borneo: clockwise from
top left: Spider, Fox, a dead fall trap

and a Millepede.

Camp 1.



until you have been in the jungle away from
city light pollution you can realise how dark
the night can really be.  There’s a cacophony of
frog calls and it’s loud. This orchestra continues
all through the night.  
All too soon, we bade farewell to the jungle
and walked out.  Arriving back in KK was nice,
a mattress and a shower were welcome luxu-
ries.  Our next destination was on the other
side of the island to Sepilok to visit the Orang-
utan Sanctuary.  
After spending a couple of days at Sepilok, we
caught the bus to the Mt Kinabalu National
Park.  
Most of the Sabah area
of Borneo, especially that
around KK is dominated
by the misty peaks of Mt
Kinabalu, a granite giant
rising out of the green
canopy of the jungle.
Kinabalu was forced
through the earth’s crust
as molten rock 10-15 mil-
lion years ago and contin-
ues to rise about 5 mm a
year. It’s the highest
mountain between the
Himalayas and New
Guinea. 
Once our permits were issued, which
are like plastic ID cards worn around
the neck. We walked on a well made
but muddy path through the large arch-
way gates known as Timpohon gate,
into Mt Kinabalu National Park.  We
were in cloud forest; misty and damp.
The heat and humidity was rather
unwelcome as we made our way up
unending wooden steps.  As we gained
altitude we went past a small but pretty water-
fall called Carson’s Falls named after the first
park warden.  Every half kilometre is a marker
so you know how far you’ve come.  There’s
also pondoks every one and a half kilometres;

simple pitched roofed structures with seating
underneath to shelter from rain under. 
As we gained more altitude the vegetation
became stunted and dwarfed small oaks, myrtle
and laurel trees festooned in beard lichen and
moss; so typical of the Alpine montaine envi-
ronment in the equatorial region.  Mt Kinabalu
is home to large pitcher plants called
Nepenthes.  These carnivorous plants don’t
catch flies and insects like their small British
sundew and butterwort cousins, they’re big
enough to catch small mammals and birds.
There’s even a variety named ‘monkey cups’ –

you can work that one out.  
Some four and half hours after leaving
Timpohon gate, we arrived at Laban Ratta
Hut.  A large refuge comprising of a collec-
tion of buildings at 3,272 meters.  This was
one of the best refuges I’ve ever stayed in,
clean sheets and a warm room housing
four bunks.  I spent the afternoon drinking
tea and getting gear ready for later on that
night, which would be the summit push.  I

arranged to
meet the
team at one
in the morn-
ing for break-
fast and to
leave at two.  
We all met
at one, had
breakfast and
left in dark-
ness for the
summit.  With
head torches
on, we began
our ascent.
Soon the

montaine vegetation gave way to rippled gran-
ite slabs, which in places had fixed protection
and ropes to aid ascent.  It seemed that we
were ahead of most of the crowds from the
refuge and didn’t get stuck behind any other
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Fish market
BBQ

Ascending the fixed ropes
on the plateau of Kinabalu
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groups. We moved fast, the cold
and wind of night prohibiting us
from stopping to rest.  We
climbed large slabs of granite to
the Sayat-Sayat Hut, where a
warden checked our permit tag
which was still around our
necks.  We were on a huge
granite plateau, following a fixed
line to Low’s Peak; the highest
point on Kinabalu at 4,097
meters.  We passed a familiar
feature to me, Donkey’s Ears
which I knew from a climbing
guidebook – several rock
climbing routes are found here
(they really look like a huge
stone pair of donkey’s ears).
We climbed wooden ladders and pulled our-
selves on ropes up in some places 70o rock
slopes.  We passed South Peak, Ugly Sister
Peak, and St John’s Peak and after a short easy
scramble were on the summit of Low’s Peak.
The whole team made it to the top. We took
our summit photos next to a metal sign which
proclaimed we were at the highest point of Mt
Kinabalu.
On the summit of Low’s Peak a cable wire
fence is in place to stop the careless climber
from falling down Low’s Gully.  This gully at

1,800 meters is the deepest in the world and
where in 1994 a British Army Expedition got
lost.  After waiting a while we decided it was
too cold to wait for dawn to break.  So we
made our way down repeating our ascent
route.  In the light of dawn, we came across
the ‘sacrifice pool’ which we didn’t see in the
dark on the way up.  This pool is where the
early explorers of Borneo reported that their
Kadazandusun guides performed religious cere-
monies to appease the spirit of the mountain
and of ancestral spirits who live there. We

went past Sayat-Sayat Hut
again and the warden checked
us off the granite plateau.  We
made our way to Laban Rata
Refuge rested for an hour, col-
lected left belongings and
made our way easily down to
the entrance of the park. Here
we had a buffet style meal in
one of the parks’ restaurants
– all part of the permit fee
apparently. We were then pre-
sented with colourful certifi-
cates from the park warden
on our achievement of sum-

Lee on the summit

Looking down to Laban Ratta
hut at dawn from the plateau

of Mt Kinabalu
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miting Kinabalu. The certificates adorned with
images of the animals and plants found in the
cloud forest. Our mini-bus arrived and took us
back to KK again.
From KK, we headed up by bus to the
foothills in the Crocker Range and stayed with
the Kadazandusun, in the village of Togudon in
the Penampang district.  We established our-
selves in a bunkhouse after being made wel-
come by the villagers and project co-ordinator
- Regina.  Our project was to help build a
stepped walkway through the jungle to a large
waterfall.  The waterfall was about a half hour
walk down steep slopes of cultivated land into
the jungle. The waterfall was to
be a tourist Eco-attraction.
I slowly began to realise
where this village was – in the
middle of a region where head-
hunting was endemic in the
19th century. It didn’t bother
me, the villagers were very
friendly and headhunting I had
read had all but died out in
Borneo by the 1920’s. That said
I read an account of police raid-
ing an apartment in KK in 2003, where they
found a head, apparently used to give good
luck to national lottery numbers! I locked my
dorm room door at night after reading this.
The more I read and learnt about this old
gruesome tribal tradition, the more I was
interested in finding out more.  During the
week of staying in Togudon I spent time by the
kitchen fire talking to the elders of the village.
No one had any living memory of headhunting,
but they did tell me some stories of head
hunting passed down through the generations.
With particular distaste they told me about
the Dayak, another tribe whose men would
awaken Bali Akang the spirit of courage to
assist them in head hunting expeditions, cele-
brating in their villages upon a successful expe-
dition.  They even told me of tribes deep in the
jungle that even today would attack strangers

on sight, and occasionally take the head of an
unfortunate victim, desperate to maintain their
isolation from the modern world.  I asked if
there was still a priestess in the village and
Mary who was in the room, was the daughter
of a bobohizan or priestess.  Mary had an intri-
cate patterned tattoo on the back of her neck
identifying that she was from a lineage of holy
people. She told me about good and bad spirits
of the jungle and how the bad spirits could
take people from the village and jungle never
to return. I definitely locked my dorm room
door from then on.
On our final night in the village, we were

treated to traditional danc-
ing and singing – of special
interest was the villagers’
song devoted to Mt
Kinabalu, accompanied by
the rhythmic drumming of
various sized gongs.  During
these festivities we were
given home-made rice wine
– a powerful concoction to
say the least. Later on in the

night we also found a strange
looking spider in the hedge boundary of the
village. One which the villagers had never seen
before.  It looked like the spider’s body was
actually a flower head or seed pod. We took
pictures of this strange creature and put it
back in the hedging. 
Sitting on the beach at night looking out over
the South China Sea gave me a chance to
reflect on the expedition; Borneo was a place
full of contrasts.  Where ancient tribal tradi-
tions and jungle, jostle against a modern devel-
oping city and desires for the trappings of the
Western world.  The jungle is a wonderful
place and the diversity of plants and animals on
a polar opposite to the oil palm plantations. As
for the spider? The Natural History Museum in
London is currently identifying it, and it could
well be a new species so far unknown to sci-
ence.    – Lee led this expedition in July 2009.

The Sacred Stone.
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The Ogwen valley is a mecca for UK hill-goers,
offering in a small compass endless opportuni-
ties for walkers, climbers and mountaineers
alike. The Glyderau alone plays host to numer-
ous climbs, scrambles and hill walks; enough to
keep even the most ravenous of hill gluttons
busy for many a year. Surely there can’t be
many better things in life than a long summer
day spent on the East Face of Tryfan or for the
more sedentary an evening walk around Llyn
Idwal as the exhausted hoards descend after a
good trog around the surrounding tops. In all
Eryri its popularity is second only to the
Snowdon range but comparative peace and
solitude can still be found. Indeed, the hills
north of Y Garn are trodden only by the lost
and the connoisseur. In my time I have been
both. 

There is one particular peak that doesn’t
receive the attention it deserves and there are
a couple of very good reasons for that. Firstly,
it doesn’t really lead anywhere unless your ulti-
mate destination is Bethesda or Nant Peris via

Elidir Fawr and secondly it isn’t blessed with
classic scrambles or rock climbs, and although
the view from its summit is one of the finest in
the valley even walkers steer clear. Which
peak? Foel Goch of course.

From beside Llyn Ogwen its steep nose is
an unforgettable sight and once one has
become blasé with Tryfan’s arresting profile it
is the line that shouts loudest to be climbed
thereabouts. That line is Yr Esgair, a shapely and
compelling siren admired from below but sel-
dom ventured upon. Blame can surely rest at
the feet of Steve Ashton who, in his book
‘Helicopter rescues in’ err sorry, ‘Scrambles in
Snowdonia’ talks unfavourably of this striking
ridge and gives cryptic warnings to leave it
severely alone. Still, it has long fascinated me
and I have heard hushed mutterings to the
effect of ‘it might go as a winter route’. Such
suggestions have to my mind made it even
more attractive and exciting a proposition. On
a cold February weekend, it was time to find
out the truth for myself.

Ogwen’s lonely 
mountain
Nick Livesey’s winter ascent

of Yr Esgair...

Yr Esgair rears up, presenting a fine challenge
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With Jeff
‘Demon’ Smith and
Andy ‘Desperate’
Dann for support I
arrived at Oggy
Cottage in the pre
dawn, the place
buzzing with activi-
ty. Secretive ice
climbers had
descended to grab
routes in Cwm
Idwal but they had
not been the only
ones glued to UK
Climbing.com.
Indeed, high on the
frozen falls of the
Devil’s Kitchen
could be seen a
galaxy of tiny lights,
evidence that a
legion of insomniac baggers had invaded Cwm
Idwal even before the early risers had scoffed
their porridge. We, smug in the knowledge that

ours would be a day
away from the circus
shuffled off quietly
down the old road and
soon we were com-
pletely alone, at least
for the time being.

Our journey into
Cwm Coch was a labo-
rious one and I stayed
well to the back feign-
ing a lack of fitness and
taking advantage of the
trail broken by Demon
and Desperate through
the deep snow. I wasn’t
alone in employing
such devious tactics.
No, as we entered the
cwm a rabble of noisy
mountaineers suddenly
sped past us en route

to ‘Curver’, bidding us a cheery good day and
thanking us for breaking the trail for them. At
this the Demon collapsed in an untidy heap

Jeff leads boldly on
the unprotected

crux pitch

Heading to Y Garn
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and I rolled a smoke, taking in the scene as day
broke over the mountains. The East Face of
Foel Goch was a gift to the eyes, in fact maybe
I have never before seen it for the Esgair gog-
gles have effective blinkers attached. Red Gully
split the face and called us to its company but
would have to wait for we were bound for the
as yet unknown truths of Yr Esgair’s forbidding
and quite frankly terrifying promise of adven-
ture. 

Eventually, Demon left his recumbence
regaining Homo-erectus status before plough-
ing through the powder until at last we gained
the northern ridge of the Cwm. In the lee of a
considerable buffeting we equipped ourselves
for what was to come. Soon the ridge nar-
rowed to a knife edge, Yr Esgair soared into
the blue. She was not a scowling, repellent
brute but a divine temptress in luxurious win-
ter finery, exhibiting a dangerous but compul-
sive beauty. In very truth that forsaken Glyder
had become the epitome of a mountaineer’s
wet dream come true. She frightened me and I
feared she might hurt me, but I am a man with
feet of sand and I just had to drink of her so
we danced along the arête until below us the
notch suddenly appeared.

At the notch we were met with a fearful

sight. A team of two were in situ, the leader
picking his way up the crux which appeared to
be a vertical wall of choss and quite free of
gear. We looked at each other and said nothing
as the wind gathered strength and purpose.
Once the interlopers had vacated we ourselves
were installed and Demon scratched his way
up followed by Desperate and then myself. It
was a bold lead and upon my arrival at the
stance I was exceptionally grateful that I hadn’t
fallen, as was a flustered Demon who was
anchored to a belay of dubious integrity. 

By this point Desperate had untied and
flown off solo muttering words of extremis the
like of which I hope never to hear again. I
remained roped to Demon and led off up ‘easy’
ground which proved to be anything but. We
had to gain the ridge and gain it we did but the
going was insecure with indifferent axe place-
ments in graupel and heather providing nothing
of reassurance to pull on. Critical moves made
above a hungry abyss became the signature of
the climb, but to reverse? No dice. Desperate
kept on trucking, far from the illusory protec-
tion of the rope while Demon and I clawed
our way up one short pitch after another. Yr
Esgair was not giving up her secrets without a
fight but after a time we sensed that victory

High above Nant Ffrancon...Yr Esgair is ours
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* Events *
2010 Viking Challenge, Sunday 3rd October

Start: 08:00
End: 14:00

The Viking Challenge is an
annual off road bike ride over
30k or 50k that aims to raise
money via sponsorship, for
charity-this years is: When
You wish Upon a star(who
help terminally ill children
meet their favourite stars)
and for Redmile school in
Leicestershire.

Starting and finishing at
Redmile CofE Primary
School, Belvoir Road,
Redmile, Leics, NG13 0GL.
Choose from 30km or
50km routes.
Registration between
8.00am – 10.00am.
Win prizes.
Free parking (for cyclists)
adjacent to the school.
Free refreshments along
the route and at the finish.
Free certificate on comple-
tion of the route and official
personal time.

was within our reach.
Letting our guard

down we were seduced
from the ridge into an
inviting gully. Demon
fought on and belayed
his last. A thin layer of
snow covered an icy slab
and I squeaked my mor-
tal remains up and fled
the scene to re-emerge
once more on the sun
kissed crest where I
looked up to see
Desperate making for
the top; we were almost
there. Demon followed
and we moved together
over slabs until at last a
fence post came into
view and the force of
both the wind and our jubilation was felt full

hooligan. 
We three reunited

and shrieked and hugged
and laughed laughs
silenced by the arctic
blast and while there
have been happy men
there has never been any
happier than us at that
moment. Yr Esgair had
fallen and we were glad
for we could rest know-
ing that if we so chose
then we wouldn’t have
to climb her again. It was
done. This sentiment was
felt even more keenly
the next day when on Y
Garn’s summit we were
battered half to death by
the worst the mountain

can give…but that is a tale for another time. 

Andy launches
up Yr Esgair's
steep nose

www.vikingchallenge.org.uk
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* 17-19 Sept: Hut Meet
Leader:  Volunteer required

* 3 Oct: Viking Challenge

* 15-17 Oct: Hut Meet
Leader: Volunteer required

* 19-21 Nov: Chilli Bash (& new member meet)
Leader: Peter Machin

* 5 Dec: The annual PMC Slide Show & Photo Competition
Leader: Colin Edwards

* 17-19 Dec: Xmas Hut Meet
Leader: Volunteer required

PMC
PMC

DDaatteess  ffoorr  yyoouurr  ddiiaarryy

Contact Events Co-ordinator:
Colin Edwards

Tel: 07968 235157
events@peterboroughmc.co.uk

For latest details see the brand new 
PMC website

www.peterboroughmc.co.uk

www.vikingchallenge.org.uk

* Events *



Meet leaders required! Can you help?

We are looking for meet leaders to help host club events. It’s not hard and is a
good way to put something back into the club. If you are interested in helping out

contact:

Colin Edwards
Tel: 07968 235157

events@peterboroughmc.co.uk

For the latest events check out: www.peterboroughmc.co.uk
For details of events contact the meet leader or see the Climbing Wall notice

board nearer the date.

Note: Non-members are welcome and encouraged to join us at these events. It’s the best time to
meet us and find out what PMC is all about.

Lifts are normally arranged at the wall on the Tuesday evening before the event. Occasionally an
event may change. For confirmation on future events e-mail events@peterboroughmc.org.uk

Contact Events Co-ordinator:
Colin Edwards

Tel: 07968 235157
events@peterboroughmc.co.uk

For latest details see the brand new For latest details see the brand new 
PMC websitePMC website

www.peterboroughmc.co.ukwww.peterboroughmc.co.uk
See events diary inside

DDaatteess  ffoorr  yyoouurr  ddiiaarryy

*New web address*


